Why Should You Contact
the Iowa Insurance Division?
The Iowa Insurance Division monitors and
regulates insurance companies and
insurance agents that do business in Iowa.
We can help by:

Complaint Information Checklist
We need specific information to
evaluate and analyze your complaint.
Provide the required information from the
checklist on the complaint form. Include
a detailed summary of the problem and
attach copies (not originals) of documents
supporting your claim. If this information is
missing from the complaint form, our
ability to help may be delayed or limited.
• Your name and complete address

Determining if
Answering questions
regulatory changes
about insurance
are necessary
policies and products

• Day-time telephone number
• A written summary of the problem
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• Insurance company issuing the policy
• State of policy purchase
• Any policy and claim numbers
• Copies of relevant documents

Resolving complaints Working to deter
as necessary
unethical practices

The Iowa Insurance Division Can’t:
• Act as your legal representative or
interfere in a pending lawsuit
• Recommend an insurance company,
agent or policy
• Determine the value of your property or
liability
• Determine worker’s compensation
benefits eligibility
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• Type of coverage (examples below):
Annuity
Automobile
Crop
Disability
Health
Home
Life
Long-Term Care
Medicare Supplement
Other
**Important: If you are making a complaint
on behalf of someone else, you must also
provide written consent from the person
who owns the policy granting you
permission to inquire in the matter.
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regulatory changes
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• Day-time telephone number
• A written summary of the problem

Iowa Insurance Division
1963 Bell Avenue, Suite 100
Des Moines, IA 50315
515-654-6600 (local)
877-955-1212 (toll free)
https://iid.iowa.gov
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About the Iowa Insurance Division

How We Can Help

The Iowa Insurance Division supervises
insurance companies and agents to
ensure they are following Iowa’s insurance
laws and regulations. We help protect
Iowans by:

Experiencing problems with your
insurance company or insurance agent, or
simply not understanding the terms of an
insurance policy is frustrating. Iowa
consumers making claims expect that the
insurance company will do two things:

• Enforcing Iowa’s insurance laws

Read the Policy
: & Benefit Booklet
Long before you ever need to file a claim
for any type of insurance, it’s important to
read the policy or benefit booklet for
information regarding:
• What is or isn’t covered by the policy
• Which individuals or providers are
authorized to help assist consumers

• Evaluate the claim

• Providing consumer information

• Make a determination as to the
benefits payable

• Investigating complaints against
insurance companies or agents
• Ensuring benefits owed under the
terms of the policy are paid
• Requiring insurers to conduct a
reasonable investigation of all claims

Sometimes, the insurance company’s
actions may raise questions or be unclear.
Send us the information listed in the
checklist on the back so we can help get
answers to your questions or complaints.

Before filing a health claim complaint,
determine if the plan is fully insured or
self-funded. Fully insured plans are
regulated by the Iowa Insurance Division.
Self-funded plans are regulated by the
U.S. Department of Labor, which can be
reached at www.dol.gov or 866-487-2365.

The Process For Resolving Insurance Complaints:
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Step 1: Call Your Insurance
Company or Agent

Step 2: Contact the Iowa
Insurance Division

Step 3: Investigation By the
Iowa Insurance Division

Step 4: The Iowa Insurance
Division Will Review & Act

Calmly discuss the matter with
your insurance company or
agent. Take notes summarizing
who is on the call and what is
being said. Have all documents
in front of you during the call to
better explain your situation.

If you are unsatisfied with the
explanation you receive from
the insurance company or
agent, contact us. We will
evaluate your circumstance
and you may need to file a
written consumer complaint.

Once a written complaint is
filed, our investigation typically
begins by contacting the
parties involved in the
complaint. An investigation
typically takes between 45-60
days depending on complexity.

If a violation is found, we may
require an insurer to complete
a reasonable investigation or
request a corrective action. If
no violation is found, we will
explain to you why the
investigation is being closed.
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